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Comfort and compliance 

CityEdge has been designed with the specific needs of 

todays office in mind. The quadraprism diffuser delivers 

glare-free, uniform illumination throughout the lit space, with 

excellent cylindrical illuminance characteristics. A choice of 

light engines means that any target illumination level can be 

achieved, without compromising the lighting design and with a 

minimum of installed points. These features make CityEdge the 

perfect choice for compliance to LG7 and EN12464.

Ceiling integration

Whatever ceiling system is specified, CityEdge offers complete 

compatibility. The unique design of CityEdge means that it will sit 

perfectly into a wide range of ceiling types, giving a completely 

integrated appearance and ensuring quick and simple installation. 

The White RAL9010 paint finish further enhances the finished 

appearance, giving a seamless transition between ceiling grid  

and luminaire. 

Lowering energy consumption

Latest generation LED technology combined with highly efficient 

optics maximise energy savings to deliver a low energy workplace 

lighting solution. Optional integrated Organic Response® wireless 

control with autonomous operation across multiple spaces offers 

further cost savings on the install and running costs. With efficacies 

of up to 111 ll/cw, CityEdge supports compliance to ECA and to 

LEED and BREEAM certification for sustainable buildings.

T15-T24 Lay InSAS 130SAS 330 SAS 150

CityEdge brings the latest edge-lit LED luminaire technology to the 
office environment. Delivering excellent uniformity and glare control 
with minimum energy, CityEdge combines compliance with high 
performance. A range of features mean that it can meet the most 
demanding requirements, with optional Organic Response® or Dali 
dimming control, integral emergency options and compatibility with 
a wide range of ceiling systems. 
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